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Winners Awarded
Gups and TV Set
The proud new owners of the
television set, the prize for the
most outstanding float in the
homecoming parade, are the girls
of South Hall. Their victory was
announced during halftime of
last Saturday's game with Texas
Tech.
The trophies for house decora
tions went to Zeta Phi and Rho
Lambda Phi. The trophies were
presented at the homecoming
dance.
The men of Alpha Kappa Phi
were the recipients of a cup as
recompense for being recognized
in first place for the comic skits
in the parade. Omega Phi re
ceived second place.
Congratulations for the good
work.

Pan-Hellencic Rushing
Forces Quiet Period

PSA Leadership Confab To Assemble
In Old Columbia November 10 and 11

A WINNER: Pat Ballachey, representing South Hall, is con
gratulated by Bill Ross, of Ross and Hill TV, and Miss CBS upon
being awarded the television set for the best campus float in last
week's Homecoming parade. Queen Coni Bacon and Tommy Tiger
are the interested observers.

On Wednesday, November 10, approximately sixty Pacific
students and faculty members will gather their gear together for
the trip to President Burns' cabin in Columbia where the PSA
Leadership Conference will be held. Designed as a discussion
period for problems and issues of Pacific, it will pose as a core
around which representatives from COP's many living groups and
organizations will gather.
A regular senate meeting will*—
be held Wednesday evening, end of campus life, and will, besides
ing with some group entertain being used to clarify certain is
ment. The following day, inter sues, provide a basis for fresh
spersed with recreation and en men to work on for the next four
tertainment, three separate dis years. Some typical topics and
cussion groups will be held, with their discussion heads are: prob
participation by representatives lems of athletic programs, headed
from the senate, COP band, men by Dr. Cobb; better class organi
and women's Y, Block P, PACI zation, Dean Betz; social events,
FIC WEEKLY, NARANJADO, Jim Cox; Pacific traditions, Mr.
KCVN, and all living groups. Ten Reynolds; problems of the honor
freshmen have also been selected system, headed by Dr. Mitchell
to attend the conference by house and Pete Dingham, student body
councils.
president of Stanford University.
Dr. and Mrs. Burns, Dean Da
Discussion topics have been
chosen from almost every phase vis, and Dean Betz will be present
for the conference, part of which
will %take place in the Presbyter
ian Church in Columbia. Hand
books concerning the event will
be distributed November 1.

For the last few days and dur
ing the next week, (until Novem
ber 5 at 4:15 p.m.), silence period
is in force for sorority girls and
rushees. This is just one of the
rules maintained by the Pan-Hel
lenic Council for rushing.
To aid those of you who are
unfamiliar with the terms "rush
ing," "silence period," and "PanHellenic," a brief explanation is
due. Rushing is the procedure by
which the sororities secure new
members through invitations to
dinners, opening receptions, and
C.O.P.—STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
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social calls.
Silence period prohibits an af
filiated or sororiTy girl from talk Library? Oh, Library!
ing or otherwise communicating
with a non-affiliated girl. This Nat'l Go-There Week
rule is enforced so that rushees
College of the Pacific proudly
will not be influenced by anyone points to the fact that it has a
Miss Ellen Deering, Registrar of the College of the Pacific,
in their evaluation of each soror library gracing its campus. Basic
has
released the names of those students who are to be graduated
ity in terms of their own needs ally constructed of brick, it is sit
and personality.
uated west of the campus dining in January or June of 1955. This list is tentative. Anyone whose
Pan-Hellenic is that council hall. One of the more popular name does not appear among these listed and who intends to be
which is composed of representa campus meeting spots, it may be graduated in the class of '55 is to check with the Registrar's office.
Tentative list of graduating se-#tives from each sorority on cam seen daily with students busily
Boyko, Donald G. Buchman, Wes
pus. Among other duties of Pan- engaged in discussions of campus niors for January 1955:
Rosemary Beklian, Ethel Blar- ton F. Buffum, Susan Winifred
Hellenic is the responsibility for and world importance.
chard, Joseph Cala, William Choi,
the regulation of rushing. Repre
Within this building are row Dale Clipper, John Cotrell, Sam Buxton.
sentatives from these sororities upon row of books. The head li
Mario Angelo Canepa, Phyllis
uel Cucciare, Frank DeParsia,
have discussed and formally brarian of said library asserts
Joan Chamberlin, Kent Waldo
Emile E. Denuit.
agreed to live up to all rushing that many of these books are of
Chapman, E. Todd Clark, Audrey
Violet Dutton, Frances Farey,
rules.
brilliant colors, including red, Sylvia Ishkanian, Barbara John Merritt Coombs, Barbara Dow,
Rushing functions began yes green, blue, and yellow. These
Eliot Downing, Harriett E. Dowson, John G. Jue, Stanton Miller.
terday with a series of opening books are capable of broadening
son, Georgia Lee Dyhrberg, Ellen
Jack A. Parker, Donna Racine,
receptions held in the three soror one's horizons, and in certain in
A. Erickson, Donald H. Fado,
Veto R. Ramire, Jesus Reyes,
ity houses between the hours of stances, as in placing them one
Gwendolyn Comfort Farey,
Roberta Roberts, Edward Rosas,
7 and 9 p.m. Tomorrow, invita atop the other, may be of valuable
George W. Felker III, Harry Al
Virginia Runkle, Vernon Shinn,
tional coke dates are scheduled assistance in helping one repair
bert Fialer, Jr., Conchy Area
Alfred E. Spina, Gerald M.
and November 2, through Novem a faulty light fixture on the ceil Streeter, Shirley M. Swan, and Fidel.
.»
ber 4, informal dinners are ing.
Clara
DeLane
Gant,
Eugene
Frances Webb.
planned.
Beginning Monday of next
Tentative list of graduating se Joseph Garibaldi, Anne Brooks
Bids, which are the invitations a week, students will observe Na niors for June 1955:
Gibbons, Mary Louise Giottonini,
sorority gives to a rushee who tional Go to the Library Week.
Nancy Abbott, Sharon Lee Ab Elaine Lois Goodale, S. Edward
they desire to join their group, Pacific students will be required bott, Carol Melanie Agajan, Mar Griffith, Charles Stephen Gruber,
will be given to the rushees at to attend the library for at least garet Elizabeth Alexander, John Darrell D. Handel, Barbara Mar
4:15 p.m. November 5, in the one hour a day, whether they are Joseph Barkett, Patricia Anne guerite Hargis, Wesley R. Hatch,
Bean of Women's office.
desirous of it or not. In the case Bache, Constance Vona Bacon, Kathryn Holman, Elise Fern KeltThe two off-campus sororities, of their not liking it, they will be Faye Ethel Barnes, Janet Ruth ing, Shirley B. Kagel, Jacqueline
Zeta Phi and Mu Zeta Rho, will allowed to sit and laugh quietly Baun, Gwendolyn* Grace Beacom, J. Karnes, James T. Kelty, Kathbe rushing independently.
at funny stories.
Carroll Kirk Bell, Anthony O. erine Janet Kiehn, Alice Jayne
Bertilacchi, Donna Jane Betz, Kirkman.
Robert J. Lacampagne, Barbara
Dorothy Ann Blais, Marjorie
PACIFIC THEATRE LIGHTS UP WITH
Louise Bowers, George William Jean McDaniel, Marian Eleanor
COSTUME DRAMA 'THE CORN IS GREEN'
Meadowcroft, Maria Ann Million,
The Pacific Theatre will "light-up" tonight at 8:30 p.m. with
Norma Jean Magnuson, Phil Ber
'ts first production of the thirty-first season, "The Corn is Green."
nard
Maguire, Russell M. Man
"If At First..."
chester, Marlene Mihsfeldt, BramThe curtain's rise tonight will*"
Advanced Grammar blett M. Miller, Lee Cromwell
unfold a mixture of both old and NEW TALENT
For their first appearance on
n?w talent to the Pacific stage.
An examination in Advanced Nave, Pauline Conedera O'Briant,
the Pacific stage, featured in the Grammar will be given Novem Jeanette Louise Olson, Bette Li
The "old" talent stemming from play you will see Jerry Valenta, as ber 4 for secondary credential Orton, Lawrence Thomas Os
the well-known direction of De Morgan Evens; Jim Digotale, as students who have not taken borne, Ronald G. Ottesen, Marilyn
Marcus Brown, to such active Robbart Robbatch; and Gale Gor- that course. The education de Mae Peterson, Joanne Elizabeth
Players as: Dorothy Blais, who den, as Old Tom.
partment reports that either Petree, Margaret Jean Probert.
will be seen portraying the lead
John Pennington Rich, Jr.,
On the technical end of to the test or the course must be
ing role of Miss Moffat; Joan night's show, stage manager Ken taken in order to fulfill that Robert B. Rosek, Shirley Ann
Keagy, seen as Bessie Watty; Kercheval, new to Pacific this requirement for the secondary Root, Keith E. Roper, Donald Lee
Nance O'Neil, as Miss Ronberry; year, will be given helpful assist credential. The examination Sager, Dona Simpson, Paul Har
Max Huber, as John Goronevy ance from old-timers Fred Kel will take place in room 204 of old Joseph Slattery, Donald Roy
Jones; Terry Probert, as Sarah; logg as electrician, and Dorothy the Administration Building.
Solso, Barbara Clyde Stanley,
and Keith Roper as the Squire.
(Continued on Page Three)
Pease as wardrobe manager.

Seniors: Is Your Name On This List?
If Not, You Had Better See The Registrar

EXCHANGE RALLY
MONDAY NIGHT

Important! Do not fail to show
up at the Conservatory Monday
night at 7 p.m. In accordance with
the new "peace treaty" with San
Jose State College they are send
ing down a cast of thirty-six stu
dents to entertain us at an ex
change rally. Included in the
group will be their song leaders,
yell leaders, and other talented
members of the Spartan student
body.
In return, we will conduct a
rally there on Thursday night.
According to rally commissioner
Harry Fialer, COP will send down
a large group of rooters.
Fialer is urging a large turnout
for the Monday night rally in or
der that Pacific will not suffer
the humiliation of being sur
passed in spirit by the rival Spar
tans.

Homecoming bonfire rally

ASIAN SCHOOL GIVES
JAPANESE PROGRAM

In a special interview held last
Wednesday, Dean Alan Watts of
the American Academy of Asian
Studies stated that, at the present
time, the school was in its most
solvent position than at any other
time in history.
Exactly 53 students are enrolled
this semester. This is its largest
enrollment.
Dean Watts extends a cordial
invitation to all COP students to
attend the program of traditional
Japanese music and dancing on
October 31, at 8 p.m. This pro
gram will be held in the Academy
auditorium at 2030 Broadway in
San Francisco.

x
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Dear Editor:
There seems to be some mis
understanding concerning the San
• Business Manager—LLOYD THORSEN Jose-College of the Pacific Stu
Editor—GENE ROSS
dent Relations Pact. The purpose
Managing Editor
Sally Post
of the pact is not to kill the
Assistant Managing Editor
Pete Lewis
Sports Editor
C e s Ciatti spirit of rivalry between the two
Assistant Sports Editor
A' Mangin schools. The purpose is to try to
Society Editor
-•
Betty Fieguth put an end to the destructive as
Copy Editor
Mary Jayne Krebs pect of
the rivalry. Certainly
Exchange Editor
Lamb
Photographer
R° n Koon there are many things that can
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Osborne be done during the week preced
ing the game that will build spirit
Reporters—Dorothy Addington / Roland Caviola, Stephane Chase, Clark Chatfield,
and not cause damage to prop
Martha Dragoo, George Fowler, Gerry Gray, Bill Hammersmith, Edwin Kurata, Dean
McVay, Velma Ort, Stan Pedder, Virginia Sprout, Skip Stewart, and Connie Tjernagel erty.
Anyone can run over to San
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association.
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California, Jose and dump some buckets of
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
paint around, break a few win
dows, and cause general all
STOCKTON
MULDQWN EY
around damage.
I hope we at Pacific have more
"ingenuity" than that. This week
can be, and should be, one of the
most spirited weeks of the year,
GOOD MONSTER
but let's build the spirit in a posi
Everyone knows what*happened last Saturday night at tive manner.
DON FADO
Pacific Memorial Stadium. Everything was good during
P.S.A. President

EDITORIAL

Homecoming, really excellent. Comments following the
events of the weekend all hit on the same note. Truthfully,
the Pacific student body was amazed at what it had done.
This is the kind of created monster we would like to have
run wild. Most important is the way the Tigers handled
or manhandled, the Texans. It would be great if this same
combination were to be put together for the San Jose State
game next week.
THE MAYOR HAS A WAGER

Stockton's mayor, Harvey Stull, has gone out on his
civic limb for the San Jose State game. The Mayor of the
prune city to the south has a like limb of his own. The
two have consented to make a humiliating pony ride down
the main street of the opposition town if the home-town
boys lose the hall game. What more can the school ask of a
city for support, other than attendance at the hall games?
Oh yes, LIFE is said to he covering the ride.
SENIOR SENIOR ROCK ROLLERS

Again the WEEKLY telescopic operation focused on the
area adjacent to the dining hall, hut this time earlier in the
night. There were sounds of fierce struggle, words of en
couragement, and a general atmosphere of hard labor in
progress. Take note of the new position of Senior Rock.
Evidently, seniors who attempt to move large stones are
even less strong than the frosh pushers of boulders. Per
haps the PSA treasury could afford an expenditure of funds
for a small crane to return the rock to its original position.
"PEACE, IT'S WONDERFUL?"

When San Jose and the College of the Pacific signed
the peace pact, it was intended to avert any destruction to
either campus. This of course saves the PSA money, but
have we lost something else in the shuffle? Even though
the campus raids were getting out of hand, spirit became an
obsession when the freshmen were reunited to guard the
campus during the wee hours of the nights before the game.
By game time emotions had reached a fever pitch during the
era when rivalry was regarded as rivalry. It is nice to
reminisce once in a while.
CTA Executive Secretary
Convocation Speaker
This week's President's Convo
cation will have as its feature
speaker Arthur F. Corey who will
speak on "Leadership in a Cor
porate Society.
Dean Jantzen who is putting on
the convocation emphasized that
this is not an education convoca
tion but rather it is a speech for
all students. Having heard this
same speech in Atlantic City, Dr.
Jantzen felt that this was the
type of speech and speaker we
should have at our convocations.
Dr. Corey received his AB De
gree from Whittier College, his
Masters Degree from USC, and
an honorary LLD from La Verne
College. He is currently the State
Executive Secretary of the Cali
fornia Teachers Association.

FORUM ARTS
The following additions have
been made to the list of activities
for which Forum Arts credit will
be given.
GROUP 3 (Stage-Lectures)
Sunday, Nov. 14—Arturo Fallico, who is head of the Philosophy
Department at San Jose State.
Monday, Nov. 15 — Rabbi Wil
liam Sajowitz of Temple Israel in
Stockton.
Tuesday, Nov. 16 — The Rev.
Cyril Leach, Director of the Dio
cesan Missions in the Bay Area.
Wednesday, Nov. 17 — The
Rev. James Upshaw of Walnut
Creek Presbyterian Church.
Wing beats of insects vary
with the species and may be as
rapid as 350 strokes a second.

team commented that for the first
time they were conscious of the
fans and could hear that the
school was behind them. It was a
thrilling-experience and it made
them want to play their hearts
out.
Now we have really found the
way, and found it well. We
cheered and yelled like crazy and
the whole stadium knew we were
there. From now on lefs keep it
up, let's see this miracle repeated
over and over again until it be
comes the natural order of things.
Keep yelling Pacific, you were
GREAT!
PSA 365

pete's beat
By PETE LEWIS

Once in awhile a person sees
something that is not easily for
gotten. Last weekend a number
of COP students saw an accident
that could have been avoided.
DRIVING AND DRINKING:
A few miles outside of Fresno
car made a lefthand turn into
traffic only the driver did not
allow for the diesel truck. The
diesel truck went right over the
top of the car and dragged it a
couple of hundred yards.

FREE ADVISE"
(The following is printed ex
actly as it was when it hit
the copy desk.)
Dear Editor:
The unfortunate students that
I decided to give you a few saw this ^accident will have a
minutes of my vauable time to lasting impression. They stopped
tell you how to improve the paper. the car and watched the police
don't usually give my advise and the emergency crews remove
free but this is one of my excep the occupants. Words can not de
tions.
scribe the features of one person,
Recently your sports editor head smashed, neck broken. The
choose the. top twelve teams in remaining two occupants were
the nation but he obliviously just as bad off.
didn't know a thing about foot
THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
ball. In the future, please contact
Scattered on the road and in
Dear Editor:
me for information because I am the car were signs that these had
When the last event of Home an expert on this subject. They
been drinking. This accident
coming weekend was finished, we will be no charge. Furthermore
probably could have been avoided
had the feeling that something is the column "Locker Room" a
by not drinking.
really good had happened to COP. misprint? The only idems I ever
The caustic or humorous letters see are about Omega Phi. Why
If you had seen the smashed
which appeared in youi* paper don't you rename the business?
bodies as these Pacific students
last week were not the instru
Who in the world ever heard of had, you would never drink and
ments by which the student body
society editor predicting the drive. There is still time for the
spirit was brought to life. It outcome of a football game? If
smart alecks on the COP campus
was spontaneous, the best possi you are that desperate for copy
to wise up before 4he same thing
ble way to give a rebirth.
I will be glad write becasue I am happens to them.
Beginning with the preparations a very fine writer. A course they
for open houses and for the pa will be not any charge. Besides
rade, Homecoming gathered mo how come the society editor never TIT FOR TAT:
Dean McVay had just finished
mentum. The number of persons find any engagements to put in
showing up at the rally Friday the paper? The only answer I sewing a dress when one of her
night was surprising. Perhaps can find, can possible see, is that girl friends came in and asked if
the barbeque had something to girls and boys need some guid the job was a success.
"Yes, it was, I didn't stick my
do with attendance. Those present ance on the subject of marriage;
at the rally know how the sparkl and since I am an expert, I will self with the needle once."
ing repartee aroused a new feel be glad to give advise. A course
Bill Hammersmith, who is very
ing.
they will not be a charge.
sensitive
about his coffee making
The game speaks for itself.
The' main reason I wrote this
Even though there have been re vauable piece was to criticize ability, was making some for his
marks about a fair weather that dumb jerk that write "Pete's friends one evening. As the coffee
crowd from the campus, the noise Beet." I realize once in a while was being served, Dick com
produced was most enjoyable. you cannot help yourselves when mented, "It looks like rain
We are sure that every alum had a person of lower mentality comes doesn't it?"
Bill answered, "It tastes like
a warm feeling in his bones after along. Why don't you have his
leaving the game because of the so-called column more intellectical coffee, doesn't it?"
intensity of the emotions of the for the more intelligent members
Carol Thompson started to
rooting section. It has been
of your student body? If that water her front lawn last sum
long time since constant chatter narrow-minded thing does not
flowed as it did during the Texas pull in his radar-like ears pretty mer and she started to pick up
the hose. She found she had
Tech game.
soon he will be six feet under.
This could lead to those "big Nothing would I like to see bet picked up a black snake that had
ger and better" things so often ter! The only possible solution I been resting on the hose.
spoken about. We would thor see to the whole mess of his
Betty Fieguth walked into a
oughly enjoy a repeat perfor
stupid column is for an expert to department store and bought a
mance at the San Jose State game
write it. Who? Who else? I tube of lipstick. She asked the
next week. To the Student Body,
would also teach the stubborn clerk if it comes off easily.
THANKS.
fool how to write an intelligent
Saleslady, "Well, not if you put
The Rally Committee
column. A course, you realizze up a good fight."
Dear Editor:
they is not any charge for this
Saturday night a miracle oc expert advise.
At a college dance last year,
curred. Fourteen thousand peo
You will be lucky in the future the floor was over populated.
pie were there to witness this in to hear from me without it cost After the dance the boy thanked
spiring event, and I was lucky ing you a cent. You can see by the girl.
enough to be one of these privi this extreemly intelligent leter, I
"Dance?" she replied, "I was
ledged persons.
am quite above the average stu just trying to get through the
Saturday night College of the dent.
crowd to the punch bowl."
Pacific played the Texas Tech Red
Ask me, go ahead! PSA 668
Raiders and won, showing how
(Editor's note: To quote a con
In one of the history classes a
they can really play. This is not temporary sage, "They ain't any professor was discussing how
the miracle to which I refer, how charge for this advise either." It England had its hands on every
ever.
is doubtful that this is the work thing back in the 1700's. A sleepy
In past football games the root of a COP student; must be from coed turned to her girl friend and
ing section has sat silently while the "south forty." The person said, "I was out with him last
our team lost, and won, but Sat "obliviously" cares nothing about night."
urday night they were ignited by what he says to whom. This little
spirit that rang from the stadium epistle from out of nowhere from
walls.
some nobody warrants mention
• F O R R E N T *
It was beautiful to hear the on the basis that it is such a fine
Several Apartments for married couples
yells, as we followed the cheer piece of literature. Exactly where in Manor Hall. Call a t t h e Business
leaders, and exciting to feel the it belongs is rather a mystery, Office in Administration Bldg. for fur
response of the team to our yells. but we have a suggestion regard th er information.
Many members of the football ing its disposition.)
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Children's Theatre, "Clown Who Ran Away"
Fulfills The Dream of Deldarcus Brown

With Halloween being one of the most famous and well loved
of all children's holidays, what is more appropriate than for
Pacific Theatre to open their children's theatre on the eve of
Halloween.
Saturday, October 30, at 2:30 will mark the opening per
formance of "The Clown Who Ran Away," by Conrad Seiler.
The play will be given only one •—
repeat performance on Saturday, the horse; Ted Elropocelos, Ru
November 6. Both performances dolph Boo; Breyer Calvert, Ugly;
are matinees for the convenience Carol Fillmore, Gloria; Iris Car
of the children of Stockton.
ter, Rose; Pat Pagel, Violet; Ma
De Marcus Brown, expressed rianne Tuttle, Daisy; Dorothy
great hope for his children's thea Pease, Lily; Joyce Blatnic, Veron
tre. He said it has been a dream ica.
of his for years because of the
Also seen in the cast are: Rob
need for good, clean entertain ert Yazdi, Dotty Hutson, Joan Elment for the children of Stockton. lingson, Carol Agojan, Peggy
This year, with the assistance of Dewar, Joan Keagy, and Betty
Gene McCabe, who directs the Blakely.
show, the dream was realized.
Future children's shows to fol
Spanish Club
low "The Clown," are now in the
making.
Meets Today
Mr. Brown stressed that the en
The
Spanish
club will meet this
tertainment value offered in "The
Clown" was not limited to child afternoon at 3 in the Anderson Y.
ren. He expressed the hope that There will be a short business
many Pacific students would at meeting followed by punch and
tend one of the two Saturday cake.
Last Monday there was a meet
matinees.
"It's a rewarding experience re ing of the constitution committee.
gardless of age," said director This meeting was held to write a
Brown. "One I feel the students constitution for the club which
of COP will enjoy a great deal." was formed in September.
At the last meeting there was
CAST OF PLAYERS
The large cast of players who an election of officers. They are
will participate in the show are: as follows: president, Carlos Fer
James Achterberg, Dodo; Row rer; vice-president, Henrietta Lo
land Kerr, Mr. Frumkins; Lyman pez; secretary, Gertrude BeckMacPherson, Andrew; Kevin Mc- with; treasurer, Sally Gavin; and
Cray and Fred Kellogg, Gladys — publicity, Dorothy Addington.

Leroy Johnson> Carl Sugar Candidates For
Congress Guests On Youth Speaks"
Leroy Johnson, Republican
Candidate for Congress from the
11th district, and the incumbent,
appeared before the panel of
students on "Youth Speaks," a
weekly presentation of KCVN,
who has been interviewing the
local candidates for election.
Mr. Johnson discussed with the
panel his achievements while in
Congress, and how Congress op
erates. He discussed the new tax
bill and how it lowers taxes. He
told of his hearings which re
sulted in the Central Intelligence
Agency, how he worked for the
Tri-Dam project, the enlargement
of the turning basin at the Port,
Civil Air Patrol, and how he
worked for the T.V.A.
Members of the panel asked Mr.
Johnson many questions on these
subjects, all of which he explained
and answered in great detail. The
members of the panel consisted of
Bud Sullivan, Don Fado, and Ron
Koon, with Dean Betz as modera
tor.
Mr. Johnson graduated from
the University of Wisconsin and
he received his law degree from
a California law school. He is
a veteran of World War I, being
a pioneer in the now popular Air
Force, as a pilot. Mr. Johnson
was the city attorney for Stock
ton for many years prior to being
elected to Congress.
"Youth Speaks," after the elec
tion, will discuss issues of inter
est o n international i s s u e s ,
using ""some of Pacific's own pro
fessors as the featured speakers.
FOR RENT: Furnished room
with twin beds for two refined
boys; private home in Mayfair
district. $17.50 each per month;
furnish own linens. References to
b e exchanged. Transportation
available if desired. After 5:30
phone GRanite 7-2943.

Carl Sugar, Democratic candi
date for Congress from the 11th
district, was the featured guest
of KCVN's program, "Youth
Speaks," on October 14th.
"Youth Speaks," is a weekly
presentation in political science.
The program is a panel made up
of from 3 to 4 students with
Dean Betz as the moderator. The
panel has been discussing with
the political candidates from this
district their stand on the local,
state and national issues. Last
week the guest of the panel was
State Senator Verne W. Hoffman
and next week the guest will be
Congressman Leroy Johnson, in
cumbent candidate for re-election
to Congress from the 11th district
on the Republican ticket.
AGRICULTURAL

Mr. Sugar and the panel dis
cussed in particular the agricul
tural and conservation issues in
our country. Mr. Sugar feels that
a crop insurance is much prefer
red rather than price supports,
however, he has at present no
ideas on how this is to operate.
He also discussed with members
of the panel the political issues of
taxes and labor. He said his in
terests lie in Stockton and its
deep water channel also. He feels
that the government should insti
tute an immigration office here
so that Stockton could be open
more fully to passenger ships.
Besides Dean Betz, Joel Evans,
Bud Sullivan, and Ron Koon also
appeared on the panel.
Mr. Sugar was, from Septem
ber 11, 1939, until December 11,
1939, the chairman of the State
Board of Forestry and he has
held positions with several banks,
including a bank in Lodi and the
local Morris Plan. He was given
a degree from a Southern Cali
fornia Law School and he is now
a teacher at Humphreys Business
College.

P A C I F I C
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MORE SENIORS

Brookdale Available For Partisan Outing

(Continued from page 1)

irvvt
f run m i•'mnii'ii"iinin
Patricia Pauline Stevens, Nancy
Stowe, Cornelius Micheal Sulli
van, Jr., Welly Chiharu Suzuki.
Kayoko Takechi, Quentin J.
Talbot, Bonnie Jean Thompson,
Judith Lee Wangelin, Lloyd Wechsler, Allen R. Wells, Rhoda H.
Wiley, Marylin Huberta Williams,
Robert Wayne Yeaman.
Recapitulation Of Archite
Celebration Presented

Page Three

It's definite! There will be a Brookdale Outing this year! The
reconnaissance committee has just returned from Brookdale bearing
tidings of great joy. The site is available! The topic of the event
has been changed, however. In the last issue it was stated as
being "Human Behavior — What is it?" but after further investiga
tion and a polling of the members it was decided that the topic
"Human Behavior — How it Affects Us" would be better. It was
felt that a sufficient number of members knew what human beha
vior was to make that topic unworthy of further discussion, and
that it would be better to deal with its effects.
The Woodbridge Social was a rousing success and veteran
Partisans state that they haven't seen spirit so high since the
Korean conflict. New members were not "pinned" as the pins
hadn't arrived yet.

Flat Heads, Flat Feet, Men In
General Discussed At Length

A highly successful and tightscheduled centennial celebration
was carried away last week as
Archania observed its birthday in
honor of one hundred years of
existence. A large number of Ar
By STEVIE CHASE
chite alums was present for the
As a member of the vastly under-rated female half of Genus
affair, some of whom were re Homosapien, I feel it my duty to set that renowned columnist,
ceived into the membership at Pete Lewis, straight on a few items.
the old house on Pacific's former
Sir, before you start criticizing the fair sex I suggest you
campus site in San Jose.
take a look at your fellow man. Perhaps I'm the wrong person
A fast pace was maintained to be writing this since I could be prejudiced. Why?
Well, Pete was looking at a*
throughout the day, beginning
with the registration at Archania certain girl when he came up because they are afraid we might
in the morning and ending with with the classic remark about turn out just as good or better
the dance at the Stockton Hotel girls' hair looking like the matted than they are, which we would,
that evening. Sandwiched be ear of a cocker spaniel, however, and this would destroy that pre
tween these events were a lunch I'm not one to bear a grudge, so cious manly pride they cling to
eon, an alumni meeting, chapel I will write a completely unbiased so desperately.
service, observance of the home opinion of the male animal.
WHO'S WEAK?
coming parade, a formal gather MISGUIDED?
Men in general had better take
Whether they like it or not,
ing and dinner at Bruno and
another
view of the "weaker"
Lena's, and group attendance at most boys are born with a beauti
the COP-Texas Tech football ful head of hair. This, for some sex. Life would be sad without us.
game. The end of the day saw a reason, seems to be an insult, so We at least admit that in spite of
group of physically tired but the first time they are old enough all the faults a man has he is
mentally high-spirited alums and to go to the barber's alone they worth the trouble. This probably
come home proudly sporting a is an admission that we are soft
members.
flat top, butch, crew cut, or any headed, but we'd rather have
Paul Rose, chairman of the
soft round heads, that hard flat
centennial committee, put forth one of various hair styles which ones.
much time and effort on the pro make their already flat heads
look flatter.
gram, and is looking forward
In a way this half-bald look is
with anticipation to the next
celebration, to be held in the year a blessing because many of the
fellows who don't acquire them
2054.
HALLOWE'EN SHOW
forget to comb their hair so that
it hangs in their faces in front,
and don't bother to cut it, so it
Mikio Tajima
hangs down their necks in back.
Leads Panel
The half-bald effect is really the
Mikio Tajima of Japan was the lesser of the two evils since most
FREE Coffee and Doughnuts
chairman of the panel discussion girls would rather see a fellow
STOCKTONS LEADING f
DIIVE-IN THEATRE I
given by students from nine for with a half-inch of hair sticking
eign countries at Anderson Y. straight up than four inches
Tuesday night. The group told hanging straight down. It would
their audience something about be so nice if they could .strike a
their own countries and discussed happy medium.
Show Student Body Cards
HIDDEN VIRTUE
their opinions of America.
Go In at Junior Prices
We must admit that they are
Those in attendance found the
discussion not only interesting, rather sensible when it comes to
but worth thinking about. Such clothes. Most males do take pride
panels give the opportunity to in the way they dress; but every
learn 'many things about our one, even the male, has some vir
friends from other parts of the tues, although men are quite
world, while they, in turn, find skillful in keeping them well hid
den.
out about us.
As for guys in general, they
The countries represented were: are conceited, egotistical, bullArgentina, Gertrude Beckwith; headed, fat-headed, and just plain
Norway, Siquid Stautland; Italy, onnery. To this, there is no ex
Marcello Rugani; Hawaii, Edwin ception. There isn't a male any
Kurata; China, Florence Woo where who doesn't think all gals
(Leung); Malaya, Michi Woo; are mad for him, and would col
Philippines, Jose Sevilla; Pana lapse if he would smile. HA! The
ma, Vilma Ort, Norma Quesada, man's main goal in life is to
and Marti Ali; and Japan, Mikio keep the female slaving away at
Tajima.
a hot stove and behind a mop.
These students are only part of Their excuse is that a woman's
the twenty-five on campus who place is in the home. Actually,
they are against career women
are from other countries.

FRIDAY NITE
6 FEATURES
12 CARTOONS
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spend all his time in the .. •
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2nd HIT!

Johnny Weissmuller
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SOCIETY

P A C I F I C

W E E K L Y

Football and Music,
HALLOWEEN SUCKERS Sweets
and Colors,
TO LICK SAN JOSE In our spotlight
today is Mee

Knolens, senior women's hon
orary group, will again sell deli
cious suckers in anticipation of
the COP-San Jose duel, November
6. Sucker sellers will visit the
Social Calendar
Presents Concert
dormitories Thursday evening,
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29 —
November 4, during the house
By JACK SNYDER
Pacific Theatre, "The Corn Is meetings, and will also be sta
The Music Therapy Club con
tioned in front of the Admini
Green"
cert, "Adventures in Listening"
Manor Hall House Dance
stration Building the following
that was presented last Wednes "Y" Halloween Dance
Friday morning. Remember,
day night at the conservatory, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30 —
"Lick San Jose!" featured the following works by
Pacific Theatre "The Corn Is
contemporary composers: Four
Green"
"Broomstick Brawl"
Sea Interludes and Passacaglia
South Hall House Dance
from the opera "Peter Grimes"
Set For Saturday
Pan-Hellenic Coke Date
by Benjamin Britten; Young Per
COP-University of Cincinnati
Witches, ghosts and goblins will
sons' Guide to the Orchestra also
Football—there
fill the air at the "Broomstick
by Britten; Concerto for Violin SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31 —
Brawl," the annual South Hall
and Orchestra by Aram KhatchaZeta Phi Rush Function
Halloween dance to be held this
turian; and finally le sacre du MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1—
Saturday night from 9 to 12:30.
printemps (The Rite of Spring)
Exchange Rally with San Jose
The music will be furnished by
by Igor Stravinsky. The program
here
the
Phil Hardymon band, and the
was chosen for the unique styles TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2 —
dress is sport. Refreshments will
of writing in the contemporary
Faculty Recital
be hot apple cider and doughnuts.
field.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 3 —
Committee chairmen are: decor
Next Wednesday night, Novem
Zeta Phi Rush Function
ations,
Patsy Jo Simpson and
ber 3, the concert will consist of THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4 —
Barbara Riddle; bids, Helen Zlatthe complete recording of Franz
President's Convocation
nic; food, Barbara Bain and
Lehars' operetta, "The Merry
Pacific Theatre "The Corn Is Phyllis Ball; music, Nancy An
Widow." The work is on Angel
Green"
derson; chaperones, Vilma Ort;
Records with the Philharmonic FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5 —
clean-up, Jean Durham; and pub
Orchestra and Chorus under the
Pacific Theatre "The Corn Is licity, Joyce Lellman.
direction of Otto Ackermann.
Green"
Chaperones for the dance are
Soloists featured are Elizabeth
Dr.
and Mrs. Ingebo and Dr. and
Schwarzkopf, Eric Kunz, Nicolai
Mrs. Esser, Mrs. Rogenson, and
Faculty Recital
Gedda, and Emily Loose.
Mrs. Proviance. The dance is for
For the benefit of listeners, the
The first faculty recital is be South Halls girls and their es
club has been publishing program
ing held Tuesday evening, No corts.
notes for all the concerts so that
vember
2 at 8:15, in the College
you may read something of the
of
the
Pacific
conservatory.
background of the various works
KCVN Schedule
Performers for the evening will
before listening to them. Most of
be
Miss
Mary
Bowling,
pianist.
MONDAY
the references are taken from the
Dual with FM—5:30
"Encyclopedia of Great Compos Mr. Edward Shadbolt, pianist; and
Dinner Music—6:30
ers" and their music by the fa Mr. Earl Oliver, baritone. This
program promises to be one of
Medlies by Liz—7:00
mous commentator and author,
I the interesting events of the
Milton Cross.
PSA senate—7:30
year, and it is urged that all
HI-FI
Dick Lafferty Show—9:00
Sign-off—10:30
All of the concerts are pre students and faculty members at
sented under figh-fidelity condi tend.
TUESDAY
The program is:
tions with the music therapy de
Dual with FM—5:30
partment's Columbia "360" phono
i
Music in History—6:00
in C Major (four hands) ...Mozzart
graph. In the near future a third Sonata
Time In—8:00
Allegro
speaker is to be added to the Andante
News—8:15
present two which will aid in the Allegrette
Miss Bowling and Mr. Shadbolt
Paris Star Time—8:30
II
effect of completely surrounding
Showers Showcase—9:00
Schoen war, das ich dir weihte....Brahms
the listener. Now, more than at Vor dem Fenster
Brahms
Music for You—9:15
Melodien zieht es mir
Brahms
any other time in the history of Vie
This Week—9:30
Vergebliches Staendchen
Brahms
recorded listening, music, in its Mr. Oliver, Mr. Shadbolt at the piano
D. J. Show—10:00
Intermission
true color, is available to all who
Sign-off—10:30
III
love and appreciate great music. Six antique epigraphs
WEDNESDAY
(four hands)
Debussy
For invoking Pan,
Dual with FM—5:30
god of the wind of summer
The Fifths—6:15
For a tomb without a name
Phi Kappa Phi Meets
For the night, that it be propitious
Deems Taylor .at Napoleon's
the dancer with the castanets
The first meeting of Phi Kappa For
Retreat—6:30
For the Egyptian woman
giving thanks for the rain
Phi, college scholarship society, For
Meet the Girls—7:00
at morning
will be held this Sunday evening
Miss Bowling and Mr. Shadbolt
Music for You—7:30
IV
in the faculty lounge at 7:30.
Sports Date—8:00
Der Mond hat eine schwere
Klag erhoben
Wolf*
The business meeting will be
News—8:15
Der Tambour
Wolf
devoted namely to a discussion of Denk es, o Selle
Wolf
Adventures in Sound—8:30
Balkon
Wolf
the year's program. The feature Auf dem gruenen
Disc Date with Doni—9:00
Mr. Oliver
part of the meeting will be an
Sign-off—10:30
illustrated talk by Dr. Ernest
During the second session Dr. THURSDAY
Stanford, on the subject of "Go Ding held an Oriental philosophy
Dual with FM—5:30
ing to Churches." The pictures class; a two-week folk danc
Music in History—6:30
and talk are the results of Dr. ing class which enrolled 291 stu
Masterworks of France—7:30
Stanford's travels in Europe.
dents was offered.
Time-in—8:00
News—8:15
Pacific Club Car—8:30
MAKE YOUR OWN
Showers Showcaase—9:00
Levee Serenade—9:15
Sign-off—10:30
FRIDAY
Dual with FM 5:30-10:30
" WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR NEEDS

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

Chee Wu. Mee Chee is from Ma
laya; she has one brother and two
sisters. Mee Chee originally came
from Canton, China, but at ten
years of age she moved to Ma
laya.
She was a teacher at a Girls'
School in Penang before she came
to COP. It is interesting to know
that there were 1200 students in
the school.
Mee Chee is here on the Metho
dist Crusade Scholarship, and is
a graduate student. Her major is
music, and piano rates as her fa
vorite subject. She has been
known to practice six hours at a
time.
SPARE TIME
When asked what she liked to
do in her spare time, she said,
"Go to concerts if there are any,
if not a football game will do."
She likes COP very much—she
likes everything about it.
"Food: I like pies, punch, and
milk but everything else is good
too." It seems that in Malaya
they eat rice, rice and more rice;
when asked why it wasn't her
favorite she said, "It isn't sweet
enough."
"The color combinations of the
clothes here are very pleasing to
the eye and I like them very
much." They don't wear winter
clothes in Malaya because the
average temperature is- 90 de
grees. She likes sweaters and
skirts.
FASTER PACE
America is quite different from
Malaya since there are more mod
ern conveniences and the pace of
life is faster. They do their jobs
slowly because of the hot weather,
and here people are always in a
hurry to go here or there, to do
this or that. With Mee Chee,
America rates as one of her fa
vorite places.
Mee Chee's most embarrasing
moment came when she started to
get into a car on the wrong side.
It seems in Malaya the steering
wheel is on the opposite side of
the car and when she got into an
American car she was sitting in
the driver's seat. The owner of
the car asked her if she wanted
to drive, Mee Chee blushed. Ma
laya is British and she has a very
striking accent but loves to use
American slang.

PHILOSOPHY CLUB TAKES
TO SAINT MARYS TONITE
Philosophy club members are
reminded to pay their $2 dues to
be eligible to accompany the
group to St. Mary's college. CarS
leave from the street in front of
the Anderson "Y" center today at4 p.m. Dinner will be served at
St. Mary's.
Members met yesterday at 11
a.m. in Bannister Hall's upstairs
workshop to further prepare
themselves on the discussion of
Plato's "Symposium," to be held
at St. Mary's this evening.

America?*
Richest
Heritage

Mttonl CATHOLIC YOUTH WEEK
OCTOK1 31-HOVIMBa 7. 1934
NATIONAL COUNCIL CATHOLIC YOUTH

Newman Group
Sets Meeting
National Catholic Youth Week
in which six million American
youth will participate, will be
held from October 31 to Novem
ber 7. This year's theme will be
"Youth-America's Richest Heri
tage."
During the week special masses
and holy hours will be offered.
Pageants, parades, special radio
and TV programs, athletic events
and social events are scheduled.
Finals in the speech contest, and
writing contest will be held in
Washington, D.C.
NEWMAN CLUB
Groups taking part in the ob
servances, in addition to the Na
tional Council of Catholic Youth,
will include the National Federa
tion of Catholic College Students
and National Newman Club Fed
eration. All Catholic students are
invited to participate. The event
has been proclaimed by Pope Pius
XII, President Eisenhower, and
government officials throughout
the U.S.

Pacific Aquires East,
Western Art Treasures;
From SF Benefactor
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hamlin
of San Francisco gave the College
of the Pacific one of the largest
collections of early California
treasures last Saturday at a meet
ing of the Pacific Associates.
The western parts of the col
lection, assembled by Mr. Hamlin,
editor of the California monthly
"The Pony Express," includes
hundreds of historical books and
manuscripts, jewelry and coins,
and many interesting relics of the
early days of the Wells Fargo Ex
press Company, including many
guns and strong boxes used by
the guards.
Mrs. Hamlin, the former Threse
Shreve, gave thousands of ire
placeable heirlooms which were
given to her by her family who
was early California l e a d e r s ,
and by her late former husband,
Richard Jose, the world famous
lyric tenor.
19th CENTURY JEWELRY

Art Papers
Glitter

TO GIVE WITH PRIDE

Paints

TREASURED FOR YEARS TO COME

Glue

FINE CHINA FROM

— Helpful Suggestions —

CHAS HAAS & SONS
425 E. MAIN

HO 3-1937

M r s . Hamlin's collection 0 *
19th century jewelry is a major
part of the collection, which ineludes several bracelets and neck
laces of the Dowager EmpresS
of China that were sold during
the Boxer Rebellion.
Although no complete inventory
has been made of the total col
lection it is believed to be In e*'
cess of $1,000,000. The school Is
planning to house the collecti°n
in the new Irving Martin Library.
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ALUMS SCHOLARSHIP

Tri Beta To Learn

Ratania, Ratania, Rah!
Quonset Rodents Unite

Through the generosity of Mrs.
F. Harold Pinska of Oakland, the Embalming Secrets
Guest speaker for the weekly
mother of Pacific alumni Walter
Pinksa 1948, the Pacific Alumni meeting of Tri-Beta, national
College of the Pacific has re
Association has been enabled to honorary biological society, Wed cently found itself to be the sire
proceed with a long-cherished nesday, October 20, was Mr. Fred of a new fraternity, founded last
dream.
Balk, associated with C. B. Wal week at an impressive ceremony
Dr. Harold Jacoby suggested to lace funeral .directing firm in of Quonset Beta members. The
the alumni council that this con Stockton. Mr. Balk's speech con new organization, Ratania by
tribution be used to establish an cerned the - area and aspects of name, wishes itself to be recog
nized as one which promotes
alumni scholarship fund and that embalming.
Walt Harvey presided over the gentlemanly standards of conduct
other alums be invited to contrib
meeting. Plans were formulated on campus, and has chosen as its
ute to it.
for a field trip to Berkeley during symbol the African Boa Constric
the Christmas vacation, which tor, portrayed twining itself
PHIL NAPOLEON
Throckmorten Will
will enable members to attend around an upturned empty bottle.
DEEMS TAYLOR
the convention of the National
President of the new society,
Be Chapel Speaker
Association for the Advancement Lawrence Jacobsen, has outlined
Strains of Dixieland
of Science.
Grad Record Exam
a brief schedule of social events
Bishop Gerald Kennedy of the
Over Campus Station
to be held throughout the year,
Graduate record examinations Southern California-Arizona Meth
of which some highlights are
In co-ordination with the US will be administered at four na odist Conference was speaker at P e a c e Fellowship Group
coeducational
picnics on the levee,
tionwide
sessions
on
Saturday,
Morris
Chapel,
this
Tuesday.
He
Marine Corps, campus station
Peace Fellowship group met a formal dance atop the Pacific
November
20,
1954.
In
1955
the
spoke on the theme "The Delu October 28 at 12 p.m. in the up
KCVN will broadcast a 15 minute
weekly program of Dixieland mu dates are January 24, April 30, sion of Conformity," the power stairs room of the Anderson "Y" gymnasium, and an indoor barbeque to be held jointly with
and July 9. Educational Testing of individuality.
sic on Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
center.
West
Hall on their living room
Service
advises
each
applicant
to
Captain W. J. Skvaril, USMC,
Student leader was Ennis McBob Lyons, field director for floor.
inquire
of
the
Graduate
school
of
Marine recruiter from San Fran
Daniel; the choir, under the di this area for the American
Ratania rush sign-ups will be
cisco, has arranged with KCVN his choice concerning the exam rection of J. Russell Bodley, sang Friends Service Commission, led
announced at a later date.
inations
he
should
take
and
on
station manager Ken Tatton to
"Almighty God of Our Fathers." the discussion which centered on
broadcast a 13-week program ser which dates.
The speaker next week will be the methods and preserving of
Application forms and a bulle
ies entitled "DEEMS TAYLOR AT
Dillion
W. Throckmorton, District world peace. Also debated was
tin of information, which pro
NAPOLEON'S RETREAT."
Superintendent
of the Sacramen t h e p r o b l e m c o n f r o n t i n g t h e
There will be a meeting of the
Adding just the right touch to vides details of registration and to-Nevada District of the Metho conscientious objector. Members
committee heads for Religious
administration
as
well
as
sample
the 15 minute southern musical
took their lunch to the up Emphasis Week today, October
dist Church.
fry conducted by Maestro Napo questions, may be obtained from
stairs room of the "Y" before 29, at 12:15. The meeting will be
leon is a commentary by Deems college advisers or directly from
beginning the discussion.
held in the Anderson 'Y' library.
Taylor, the noted humorist, Educational Testing Service, 20 SENIOR CLASS
Christie Roberts, secretary for
CRA will hold a meeting today
Nassau
Street,
Princeton,
New
composer, and guiding hand for
the group, summarized its pur at 3:00, also in the Anderson 'Y'
DANCE NOV. 5
Jersey,
or
P.
O.
Box
27896,
Los
pose:
Sunday afternoon concerts of the
library.
The senior class is sponsoring
New York Philharmonic Sym Angeles 27, California. A com
"We're an informal group
an
All-Campus
dance,
Friday
pleted
application
must
reach
the
phony.
whose main objectives in meeting
Scavenger Hunt
Popular music lovers who re E.T.S. office at least fifteen dJys November 5, at Tau Kappa Kappa are to discuss methods for obtain
call the jazz forays of the Cham before the date of the administra sorority.
ing world peace. We have elected
A" scavenger hunt is planned
The dance will feature a night no officers, and don't know that for CWF, November 31; canned
ber Music Society of Lower Basin tion for which the candidate is
applying.
club theme with entertainment we intend to."
Street will particularly appreci
food will be collected for the Fred
ate this new radio series. Ward atmosphere. Mr. Byron's latest provided. Rod Hines and his or
Finch Children's Home, and used
chestra will furnish the music
Spurs will be selling Hal clothing for Korea.
Byron, writer for the Basin
attempt promises to aid greatly
loween candy on campus to
Street show, was brought in espe in keeping the Dixieland era for dancing.
The car pool will be in front
Admission is 50c per person
day. Just 10 cents for a bag of of South Hall at 5:45. Supper at
cially for the new Napoleon-Tay- firmly entrenched in the Ameri
with tickets being sold in advance
luscious candy. Help support the church will be earlier this
lor effort to insure the proper can scene.
as well as at the door.
the Spurs!
week.

GRA MEETS TODAY

"WE WERE RIGHT LAST WEEK, ABOUT THE GAME
AND THE MERCHANDISE ... SO HERE GOES —
PACIFIC IS SET AND WONT FUMBLE AWAY
ANY OPPORTUNITIES, NEITHER WILL
I FUMBLE, IN MY JONATHAN LOGAN
SKIRT."

REGULAR 10.95
NOW.

^QQ
/"
BETTY CARLSON . . . Member
of Mu Zeta Rho Sorority. Mem
ber of K*M Collegiate Board.

RIDE THE K-M CABLE
CAR . . . BETWEEN
BOTH STORES
FREE

Jonathan Logan . . .
exclusive at K>M Stores

It's a special purchase
that bring these national famous
shirts to K»M. Knife pleated in a
smart array of fall shades. Regular
10.95 NOW 7.99 at both stores.

T H E
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PLAYER OF THE WEEK

P A C I F I C

Pacific

W E E K L Y

Captain Jim Timms is the play
er of the week for Pacific's sensa
tional win over Texas Techs' Red
Raiders. Big Jim, the three year
letterman from Lomita, was Sports Editor
Ces Ciatti
given the honors at the Monday Ass't Sports Editor
Al Mangin
meeting of the Quarterback Club. Reporters—Bill Hammersmith, Stan Pedder, Bob Yeamen.
Jimmy was picked for his tre
mendous pivot play. The Tigers
SPORTS QUIZ
spent most of the night pouring
QUESTIONS
up the middle behind Jim. Timms
1. Who holds the national col
came to Pacific from Lomita High
legiate rushing record?
School where he played in the
By "HAMMER"
2. How long is a marathon?
first north-south football game.
My editor wants me to write a
3. Who won the National Open
He came to Pacific in 1951 when
freshmen were eligible, and story on the intramurals, which Golf Tournament?
4. When hunting waterfowl, as
played on the Sun Bowl -team that came almost to a standstill be
was defeated by the Texas Tech cause of last week's festivities. a general rule, decoys are placed:
a. down wind from the blind.
team that year. Timms, a veteran So there is not a great deal to
b. up wind from the blind.
of three varsity campaigns in write except that Jerry Smith's
5. Marlon Brando is the idol
cluding two bowl teams, is the Bulldogs of the Midway grabbed
only letterman left from the 1951 two victories, defeating the Polar of what COP athlete?
a. Bill Hammersmith
Bears and the Ball and Chain.
team.
b. Janet Baun
The
Phoos
beat
the
North
Hall
Jim, the teddy bear, is the
c. Buzz Williams
cousin of "Wild Bill" Kelly for group 6 to 0 and the Ball and
mer center for COP who was Chainers by a forfeit.
ANSWERS
known as the Big Bear. The boys
Rhizomia and Archania took a 1. Ollie Matson
just wanted to keep the job in bye while they played cowboys
2. 26 miles
the family.
and dirty guys. It is .believed in
3. Ed Furgol
Captain Jim is the outstanding this department that these boys
4. a. down wind
lineman of the squad with his may make a comeback since some
5. c. Buzz "Wild One" Williams
steady and consistent play, both Indian agent has prohibited the
on offense and defense. The 205 partaking of firewater on the res
USC 29
California 27
pound center was blasting enor ervation.
UCLAJ51
Oregon State 0
mous holes in the Texas line with
This week the Archites are go
Oregon 26 .... San Jose State 7
the help of his two guards. The ing TD tizzy to pull a Pacific and
Idaho 10
Wash. State 0
boys teamed up on the big Texans beat the powerful group from
Stanford 13 .... Washington 7
to spring Ernie Lindo for the their northern opponent Rhizomia
Navy 52
Penn 6
record breaking yardage.
Literary Society. Both teams are
Army 67
Columbia 12
The game Saturday night was concentrating on good training,
Pitt 14
Northwestern 7
a great team effort, and the lead with everyone doing "276 pufehCalif. Teachers (Pa) 34
er of that team was Jim Timms ups" every day except Monday.
Slippery Rock (Pa) 13

Intramural Coaches
Stress Conditioning

CINCINNATI
NEXT
FOES
Pacific Faces Unbeaten Bearcats
By AL MANGIN

This Saturday night will find the vastly improved College of
the Pacific football team meeting the University of Cincinnati in
Cincinnati, Ohio. The Cincinnati "Bear-Cats" are currently one of
the select few unbeaten and untied teams in the nation. Thus far
this year Cincinnati has rolled up six consecutive victories against
the likes of Marquette, Tulsa, Zavier, Dayton, Hardin-Simmons and
Detroit.
Three weeks ago the Tigers'
would have gone into this fray reaching their peak. Another
tremendous underdogs with no team effort like Pacific fans wit
hope for a victory. Now, how nessed last week might turn this
ever, the Bengals are riding on season from a so-so year into a
the crest of a three-game victory great one. This will take some
string and the chance of pulling doing though.
an upset is not so remote. There
The Bear-Cats are a very good
is no telling how the Pacific team as their record shows. In
eleven will react after their home six games this year they have
coming upset win over a highly scored over 200 points, averaging
rated Texas Tech team, but if almost 40 points per game. Last
their performance is anything year Cincinnati was the leading
similar to last week, the "Bear- team in the nation in both total
Cats" are going to be in for a offense and total defense.
rough evening.
TIGER BACKS
If the Tigers are to _ pull an
STRING OF 14
upset it will take some great of
Cincinnati has a string of 14 fensive work. A few long runs
straight wins to their credit as by Ernie Lindo, Don Cornel, Ken
they go into this game and have Swearengen, or Dewey Tompkins
no intention of ending it. Tiger could turn the tide though. Then,
Coach Jack "Moose" Myers has too, a couple of timely passes
a different idea though. The Ben from Milt Adair or Bill Jacobs
gals have been coming along would also do the Pacific team
slowly this season and are now no harm.

TO LINCOLN
VILLAGE
£ LOOI
PORTER AVE.
PLENTY
OF
FREE
PARKING

CENTRO
MART

SWAIN RD.
TED CASE
College of the Pacific

TIGER LOOKER ROOM

LONGV/EW AVE.

By CES
Well, it'll be a long time before
people stop talking about the
Texas Tech game. Only one
sportswriter in the nation picked
the Tigers to win. People were
giving odds up to 21 points on a
Tech victory, and why not? •
Pacific had shown no real
power so far this season. Every
one felt the Tigers had the ma
terial, but the desire was a little
lacking. They proved it differ
ently to skeptics after the game.
Sure there were stars in the
game, Adair, Lindo, Jacobs, and
Cornell, but this was really a
terrific team effort. Few of the
15,000 fans watching had ever
seen a Pacific team so fired up
and ready for a giant killing job.
The line particularly was tre-

CIATTI

mendous.
Tech had one of the best backfields in the Southwest, and they
were supposed to baffle the Ti
gers with their tricky "split T"
offense. Because of the fine line
play, Tech never got started, and
as Nevin Hulsey said after the
game, "It was really a heckuva
team effort." Also it was a trib
ute to some fine coaching and
hard work on the part of Pacific's
coaches.
One of the sportscasters from
Texas who was airing the game
direct to Lubbock commented that
after seeing Rice's AU-American
Dicky Moegle three times and
viewing COP's Ernie Lindo, there
seemed little to choose between.
Quite a plaudit for young Ernie.
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COP TIPS TECH 20-7

WATER POLOISTS
SINK ALUMNI

Tigers Nab 3rd Straight Win
By BOB YEAMAN

An inspired team of College of the Pacific Tigers upset highly
favored Texas Tech 20-7 to add a thrilling climax to Homecoming
6
Day.
There are no adjectives descriptive enough to describe the
brand of ball the Bengals played. The explosive running of half
back Ernie Lindo, Don Cornell's two terrific punts, A. D. Williams'
great kickoffs, and some of the hardest line charge and tackling
ever put on in Memorial Stadium, all made this one of the finest
games played locally for some time.
If one player had to be singled•
out for special praise it would
The Tigers advanced to the 13
have to be Ernie Lindo. The 179
but there the attack stalled and
pound speedster from Pasadena
Tech took over. On the first play
established a new school rushing
Bill Jacobs intercepted a Tech
record for a single game by run pass as the game ended.
ning for 191 yards, surpassing
TEAM STATISTICS
Tom McCormick's old mark by Total plays
COP Texas Tech
53
64
13 yards. Lindo ran for 64 yards Yards gained rushii
337
162
Yards lost rushing .
44
7
in the first period for a TD and Net yardag-e rushinj
293
155
in the third quarter he broke Passes attempted ...
3
21
1
8
loose for 76 yards for the final Passes had intercept
0
2
Yards gained passing. .. 2
151
Tiger touchdown.
Net yards, rush, pass. 295
306
In the first quarter, Lindo gave First downs running .... 11
5
First downs passing
6
a preview of things to come when First down penalties ..." 00
THE TIGER LINE piles up the Raiders as Milt Adair scores
1
11
12
he took a Milt Adair handoff, shot
the
second touchdown for COP. The man seen giving that extra
34.6(6) 30.5(6)
something, a shove, is A. D. Williams.
into the secondary, sidestepped Yards lost penalties .... 35(3) 50(4)
Fumbles
5
the last defensive man between Ball lost on fumbles '"" 33
3
Score by quarters:
him and the goal and sprinted
their fifth straight. Sooners by a mi and Joe Heap are two of the
for 64 yards and a Tiger score. Texas Tech
0
0
finest backs in the country for
0— 7 big 13 points.
COP
0
13
0—20
Ken Swearingen kicked the con
SMU VS TEXAS
the South Benders. All in all this
version to put the Bengals in
This is the game of the week shapes up to be a real ding-dong
front 7-0.
in the southwest. Although Texas affair. The Irish by a scant
Football Forecast
Near the end of the first per CALIFORNIA VS UCLA
has been beaten four times, this point, we hope?
iod, Lindo fumbled on the Tiger
Here's where Berkeley' Bear team is still strong and when
34 and Texas Tech recovered. meets his southern cousin the they play their arch-rival the
Nine plays later halfback Don UCLA Bruin. The Bruins have mustangs of SMU, look out 'cause
Schmidt went over left tackle for racked up 134 points in their last the oil wells are liable to blow
the TD. Hill converted to tie the two games to the opponents' zero. from the explosion. Last year
score at 7-7.
The Westwood gang should cop Texas won 16 to 7 and now, Coach
Don Cornell's two great kicks the PCC conference title and it Chalmer Woodward wants re
in the second quarter kept COP in seems Pappy Waldorf's Bears are venge. This could determine the
the game when he booted one that in for a very long afternoon. Lar Southwest Conference t i 11 i s t
rolled dead on the Tech 10 and son and company gave their all since SMU has already beaten
another that rolled dead on the against El Troy, and it's a ques Rice. A win here could get a bowl
Tech 6. In the closing minutes of tion mark as to how much they bid for SMU; we see "them thar"
the quarter Cornell was spilled have left. We see the Bruins to boys to win out by a 7 digit mar
on the COP 35 when he attempted improve their national rating, gin.
to run from a punt formation. but not to hold Cal scoreless. DUKE VS GEORGIA TECH
The Raiders moved the ball to the UCLA by 10 points.
Way down in the deep south,
four but the Bengal line drove
Duke's Blue Devils are rolling
IOWA VS WISCONSIN
them to the eight as the half
again. The Durham Express with
Here are two very good teams,
ended.
Worth Lutz and Jerry Barger
that seem to be almost out of
George Lane kicked off to
leading the way should roll again,
the running for the Big Ten title,
Kirpatrick of Tech to open the
Duke has a fine team, but had
due to Ohio State's victory over
second half. He fumbled and
the misfortune to meet with
each. Could be this is the battle
Adair recovered for the Tigers on
mighty Army. Tech has had a
for runner-up spot. Wisconsin has
the Raider's 28. The Ben^lls, be
good season this year, but the
had tough breaks in important
hind beautiful blocking and
fine material hasn't clicked. Last
spots this year, however, the
Wed-Lok *
Adair's expert ball handling,
week they were upset by Ken
Badgers still cling to the hope of
diamond
moved the ball to the one foot
tucky and it looks to me as
someone knocking over the
engagement and
line where Adair plunged over
though it's about to happen again.
Buckeyes.
wedding ring ensemble
for the score. Swearingen's con
Duke on the long end of a 7
With Ameche and Miller going
point score.
version was good and Pacific led
brilliantly conveys
well,
Iowa could be had. This is
14-7.
NOTRE DAME VS NAVY
its lifetime message.
Homecoming for the Hawkeyes
The grid titans this week, for
After a series of downs, Lindo
and it'll be a tough game all the the nation. Once-beaten Navy and
fumbled on the Tiger 23 and
* > 2 5 0 Fed. t a x included
way. Wisconsin to squeeze by the
also the once-downed Irish of
Tech recovered. Three plays later
corn state boys" by 1 touchdown.
Notre Dame. Navy last week
the Raiders returned the favor
when Swearingen recovered Bry- SOUTH CAROLINA
dumped a fine Penn team 52 to 6.
on's bobble on the 12. Swearin VS MARYLAND
The Midshipmen have an ailSomeone once said, "stick with American candidate in Joe Gatgen on two plays moved the ball
champion and you'll usually tuso and a fine passer with
to the 25, then Lindo cut outside
fjeuj-elesil
left tackle, broke into the clear win." Well "once champion" has George Welsh throwing. Terry
2047 Pacific Ave.
on the 30 and scampered the re had a rough season so far, dotted Brennen's Irish are still among
maining distance for the score. with losses and close games. The the top ten, and have played the
S w e a r i n g e n ' s c o n v e r s i o n w a s Terrapins can't seem to get go tougher opposition. Ralph Guglielblocked and the score remained ing, and South Carolina has one
of its finest teams, and boasts
20-7.
In the final period it looked the only defeat handed to mighty
as if Lindo were away again, but Army this season.
But we're going out on the
he was pulled down from behind
limb
and pick Coach Jim Taon the 27 after a 30 yard run.
tam's Maryland crew. Here's hop
ing the "turtles" by two points.
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TOP TWELVE TEAMS

1. UCLA
2. Oklahoma
3. Ohio State
4. Army
5. Notre Dame
6. Arkansas
7. Wisconsin
8. Navy
9. Minnesota
10. West Virginia

U. use

12 Cincinnati

OKLAHOMA VS
COLORADO UNIVERSITY

Here's the big game in the
Rocky Mountain area; up till
last week Colorado's Buffaloes
were unbeaten in five games.
They rolled up 194 points to their
opponents' 18. Experts said that
if anyone was going to stop the
mighty Sooners, the Buffs might.
Then Nebraska came along and
thwacked Colorado 20 to 6 in easy
style, so now the Oklahoma boys
figure to clean up tomorrow for
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ATTENTION
ART STUDENTS
OPENING

NOV.

1 st

THE FORUM
ART SUPPLIES
clyde bertrand and robert butterbaugh
bring you a complete line of artists materials

Playing second fiddle to the
terrific homecoming parade last
Saturday, Pacific's water poloists
tackled a power packed alumni
group and belted out a resound
ing 11 to 7 victory.
The alums, paced by ex-greats
Bob Cullenward and Bob Steele,
gave the Bengals a rough go of
it in the first and second periods.
In the second half, however, our
boys steadily applied the pressure
and coasted in with the victory.
To compensate for the alums'
lack of condition, the quarters
were cut to five minutes each.
Last Wednesday night, at the
Athens Club in Oakland, the
Bengals nosed out the Cal Alumni
to rack up their first league win.
Tomorrow morning at eleven
sharp Coach Anttila's water boys
go against an experienced Olym
pic Club team in a league game
that promises to provide many
tense moments.

ARE YOU
CLAIRVOYANT?
Get in on
REGAL'S ANNUAL

FOOTBALL
SCORE-GUESSING
CONTEST!®,
OCT. 30
COL. OF PACIFIC
Score
CINCINNATI
Score

a*

WIN 100 gals.
FREE GAS

Build your reputation as a pro
phet and win gasoline besides!
It's easy. Just get an official
score at your Regal Station,
mark down the final score of
COP's upcoming football game
and deposit it any time up to
one hour before kickoff.

: ft

You win the entire 100 gallons
of gasoline if you're the only
one who guesses right. If there
are two winners, each gets 50
gallons; 4 get 25c each, etc. But
each winner gets a minimum
of 10 gallons even if the whole
town guesses right!
Use of crystal balls and horo
scopes is legal. Winners' names
will be published each week.
Get your official score card at
Regal each week. It's free. No
purchase necessary. Get in on
the fun!

SAVE MONEY ON
FINEST GASOLINE
Get Eree Tickets On
• FREE Mercury Sedan
• WEEKLY PRIZES!

N REGAL

t

2 4 HOUR STATIONS
EL DORADO at HARDING
S T O C K T O N
*
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A. new gasoline, maybe. A better motor oil, or an improved grease.
It's Union Oil's department of calculated discontent where we
tear apart the very best we and our competitors have been able to do.
Our prem'tim gasoline—Union 7600 —is a good example.
We adapted this super-fuel from high octane aviation gasoline
and introduced it in the West shortly after the end of World War II.
The product was so successful that it's only in the last two years
that we have been able to make enough 7600 to satisfy demand.
Yet all the time 7600 was in short supply we constantly improved
it. This called for countless advances through the years.
Why—when our customers wanted more than we could make
as it was? Why—when we had to plow back hard-earned money
into the improvements?
Why ? Simply because we wanted, the finest possible product to

keep our present customers satisfied—and help us win new ones.
This illustrates again the basic difference between America's, free
economy and any other. By furnishing the opportunity for a reason
able profit, the American system creates intense competition for
your favor.
As a result, you enjoy constantly improving products... and the
highest standard of living yet achieved by man.

© UNION OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
One of a series to explain how business functions. Your comments are invited.
Write: The President, Union Oil Co., Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

